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Abstract

A distance-based conditional model on the ranking poset is presented for use in classification and ranking. The model is an extension of the Mallows \(\phi\) model, and generalizes the classifier combination methods used by several ensemble learning algorithms, including error correcting output codes, discrete AdaBoost, logistic regression and cranking. The algebraic structure of the ranking poset leads to a simple Bayesian interpretation of the conditional model and its special cases. In addition to a unifying view, the framework suggests a probabilistic interpretation for error correcting output codes and an extension beyond the binary coding scheme.

1 Introduction

Classification is the task of associating a single label \(y \in \mathcal{Y}\) with a covariate \(x\). A generalization of this problem is conditional ranking, the task of assigning to \(x\) a full or partial ranking of the items in \(\mathcal{Y}\). This paper studies the algebraic structure of this problem, and proposes a combinatorial structure called the ranking poset for building probability models for conditional ranking.

In ensemble approaches to classification and ranking, several base models are combined to produce a single ranker or classifier. An important distinction between different ensemble methods is whether they use discrete inputs, ranked inputs, or confidence-rated predictions. In the case of discrete inputs, the base models provide a single item in \(\mathcal{Y}\), and no preference for a second or third choice is given. In the case of ranked input, the base classifiers output a full or partial ranking over \(\mathcal{Y}\). Of course, discrete input is a special case of ranked input, where the partial ranking consists of the single topmost item. In the case of confidence-rated predictions, the base models again output full or partial rankings, but in addition provide a confidence score, indicating how much one class should be preferred to another. While confidence-rated predictions are sometimes preferable as input to an ensemble method, such confidence scores are often not available (as is typically the case in metasearch), and even when they are available, the scores may not be well calibrated.

This paper investigates a unifying algebraic framework for ensemble methods for classification and conditional ranking, focusing on the cases of discrete and ranked inputs. Our approach is based on the ranking poset on \(n\) items, denoted \(\mathcal{W}_n\), which consists of the collection of all full and partial rankings equipped with the partial order given by re-
finement of rankings. The structure of the poset of partial ranking over \( \mathcal{Y} \) gives rise to natural invariant distance functions that generalize Kendall’s Tau and the Hamming distance. Using these distance functions we define a conditional model \( p_\theta (\pi | \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_k) \) where \( \pi, \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_k \in \mathcal{M}_n \). This conditional model generalizes several existing models for classification and ranking, and includes as a special case the Mallows \( \phi \) model \( [11] \). In addition, the model represents algebraically the way in which input classifiers are combined in certain ensemble methods, including error correcting output codes \( [4] \), several versions of AdaBoost \( [7, 1] \), and cranking \( [10] \).

In Section 2 we review some basic algebraic concepts and in Section 3 we define the ranking poset. The new model and its Bayesian interpretation are described in Section 4. A derivation of some special cases is given in Section 5, and we conclude with a summary in Section 6.

2 Permutations and Cosets

We begin by reviewing some basic concepts from algebra, with some of the notation and definitions borrowed from Critchlow \( [2] \).

Identifying the items to be ranked \( y_1, \ldots, y_n \) with the numbers \( 1, \ldots, n \), if \( \pi \) denotes a permutation of \( \{1, \ldots, n\} \), then \( \pi(\bar{i}) \) denotes the rank given to item \( i \) and \( \pi^{-1}(\bar{i}) \) denotes the item assigned to rank \( i \). The collection of all permutations of \( n \) items forms the non-abelian symmetric group of order \( n \), denoted \( \mathfrak{S}_n \). The multiplicative notation \( \pi \cdot \sigma = \pi \sigma \) is used to denote function composition.

The subgroup of \( \mathfrak{S}_n \) consisting of all permutations that fix the top \( k \) positions is denoted \( \mathfrak{S}_{n-k} \); thus,

\[
\mathfrak{S}_{n-k} = \{ \pi \in \mathfrak{S}_n | \pi(i) = i, \ i = 1, \ldots, k \}. \tag{1}
\]

The right coset

\[
\mathfrak{S}_{n-k} \pi = \{ \sigma \pi | \sigma \in \mathfrak{S}_{n-k} \}
\]

is equivalent to a partial ranking, where there is a full ordering of the \( k \) top-ranked items. The set of all such partial rankings forms the quotient space \( \mathfrak{S}_n / \mathfrak{S}_{n-k} \).

An ordered partition of \( n \) is a sequence \( \gamma = n_1, \ldots, n_r \) of positive integers that sum to \( n \). Such an ordered partition corresponds to a partial ranking of type \( \gamma \) with \( n_1 \) items in the first position, \( n_2 \) items in the second position and so on. No further information is conveyed about orderings within each position. A partial ranking of the top \( k \) items is a special case with \( r = k + 1, n_1 = \ldots = n_k = 1, n_{k+1} = n - k \). More formally, let \( N_1 = \{1, \ldots, n_1\}, N_2 = \{n_1+1, \ldots, n_1+n_2\}, \ldots, N_r = \{n_1 + \cdots + n_{r-1} + 1, \ldots, n\} \). Then the subgroup \( \mathfrak{S}_\gamma \cong \mathfrak{S}_{n_1} \times \cdots \times \mathfrak{S}_{n_r} \) contains all permutations \( \pi \in \mathfrak{S}_n \) for which the set equality \( \pi(N_i) = N_i \) holds for each \( i \); that is, all permutations that only permute within each \( N_i \). A partial ranking of type \( \gamma \) is equivalent to a coset \( \mathfrak{S}_\gamma \pi \) and the set of such partial rankings forms the quotient space \( \mathfrak{S}_n / \mathfrak{S}_\gamma \).

We now describe a convenient notation for permutations and cosets. In the following, we list items separated by vertical lines, indicating that the items on the left side of the line are preferred to (ranked higher than) the items on the right side of the line. For example, the permutation \( \pi(1) = 2, \pi(2) = 1, \pi(3) = 3 \) is denoted by \( 2|1|3 \). A partial ranking \( \mathfrak{S}_{\gamma-3} \pi \) where the top 3 items are \( 3,2,1 \) is denoted by \( 3|2|1|4,5 \). A classification \( y \mathfrak{g}_3 \) may thus be denoted by \( 3|1,2,4,5 \). A partial ranking \( \mathfrak{S}_\gamma \) where \( \gamma = 3,2 \) with items \( 1,3,5 \) ranked in the first position is denoted by \( 1,3,5|2,4 \).

A distance function \( d \) on \( \mathfrak{S}_n \) is a function \( d : \mathfrak{S}_n \times \mathfrak{S}_n \to \mathbb{R} \) that satisfies the usual properties: \( d(\pi, \pi) = 0 \), \( d(\pi, \sigma) > 0 \) when \( \pi \neq \sigma \), \( d(\pi, \sigma) = d(\sigma, \pi) \), and the triangle inequality \( d(\pi, \sigma) \leq d(\pi, \tau) + d(\tau, \sigma) \) for all \( \pi, \sigma, \tau \in \mathfrak{S}_n \). In addition, since the indexing
of the items \( y_1, \ldots, y_n \) is arbitrary, it is appropriate to require invariance to relabeling of \( Y \).

Formally, this amounts to right invariance \( d(\pi, \sigma) = d(\pi \tau, \sigma \tau) \), for all \( \pi, \sigma, \tau \in \mathfrak{S}_n \).

A popular right invariant distance on \( \mathfrak{S}_n \) is Kendall’s Tau \( T(\pi, \sigma) \), given by

\[
T(\pi, \sigma) = \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} \sum_{l > i} I(\pi \sigma^{-1}(i) - \pi \sigma^{-1}(l))
\]

where \( I(x) = 1 \) for \( x > 0 \) and \( I(x) = 0 \) otherwise [8]. Kendall’s Tau \( T(\pi, \sigma) \) can be interpreted as the number of discordant pairs of items between \( \pi \) and \( \sigma \), or the minimum number of adjacent transpositions needed to bring \( \pi^{-1} \) to \( \sigma^{-1} \). An adjacent transposition flips a pair of items that have adjacent ranks. Critchlow [2] derives extensions of Kendall’s Tau and other distances on \( \mathfrak{S}_n \) to distances on partial rankings.

3 The Ranking Poset

We first define partially ordered sets and then proceed to define the ranking poset. Some of the definitions below are taken from [12], where a thorough introduction to posets can be found.

A partially ordered set or poset is a pair \((P, \preceq)\), where \( P \) is a set and \( \preceq \) is a binary relation that satisfies (1) \( x \preceq x \), (2) if \( x \preceq y \) and \( y \preceq x \) then \( x = y \), and (3) if \( x \preceq y \) and \( y \preceq z \) then \( x \preceq z \) for all \( x, y, z \in P \). We write \( x \prec y \) when \( x \preceq y \) and \( x \neq y \). We say that \( y \) covers \( x \) and write \( x \doteq y \) when \( x \prec y \) and there is no \( z \in P \) such that \( x \prec z \) and \( z \prec y \). A finite poset is completely described by the covering relation. The planar Hasse diagram of \((P, \preceq)\) is the graph for which the elements of \( P \) are the nodes and the edges are given by the covering relation. In addition, we require that if \( x \doteq y \) then \( y \) is drawn higher than \( x \).

The ranking poset \( \mathfrak{W}_n \) is the poset in which the elements are all possible cosets \( \mathfrak{S}_n \lambda \pi \), where \( \lambda \) is an ordered partition of \( n \) and \( \pi \in \mathfrak{S}_n \). The partial order of \( \mathfrak{W}_n \) is defined by refinement; that is, \( \pi \prec \sigma \) if we can get from \( \pi \) to \( \sigma \) by adding vertical lines. Note that \( \mathfrak{W}_n \) is different from the poset of all set partitions of \( \{1, \ldots, n\} \) ordered by partition refinement since in \( \mathfrak{W}_n \) the order of the partition elements matters. Figure 1 shows the Hasse diagram of \( \mathfrak{W}_3 \) and a portion of the Hasse diagram of \( \mathfrak{W}_4 \).

A subposet \((Q, \preceq_Q)\) of \((P, \preceq_P)\) is defined by \( Q \subset P \) and \( x \preceq_Q y \) if and only if \( x \preceq_P y \). A chain is a poset in which every two elements are comparable. A saturated chain \( C \) of length \( k \) is a sequence of elements \( x_0, \ldots, x_k \in P \) that satisfy \( x_0 \doteq x_1 \doteq \cdots \doteq x_k \). A chain
of \( P \) is a maximal chain if there is no other saturated chain of \( P \) that contains it. A graded poset of rank \( n \) is a poset in which every maximal chain has length \( n \). In a graded poset, there is a rank or grade function \( \rho : P \to \{0, \ldots, q\} \) such that \( \rho(x) = 0 \) if \( x \) is a minimal element and \( \rho(y) = \rho(x) + 1 \) if \( x \prec y \).

It is easy to see that \( \mathfrak{M}_n \) is a graded poset of rank \( n - 1 \) and the rank of every element is the number of vertical lines in its denotation. We use \( \mathfrak{M}_{n\upharpoonright k} \) to denote the subposet of \( \mathfrak{M}_n \) consisting of \( \{x \in \mathfrak{M}_n \mid \rho(x) \in A\} \). In particular, the elements in the \( k \)th grade, all of which are incomparable, are denoted by \( \mathfrak{M}_{n\upharpoonright k} \). Full orderings occupy the topmost grade \( \mathfrak{M}_{n\upharpoonright n-1} \). Classifications \( \mathfrak{M}\{1, \ldots, n\} \setminus \mathfrak{M} \) reside in \( \mathfrak{M}_{n\upharpoonright n} \). Other elements of \( \mathfrak{M}_{n\upharpoonright n} \) are multilabel classifications \( X\{1, \ldots, n\} \setminus X \) where \( X \subset \{1, \ldots, n\} \).

4 Conditional Models on the Ranking Poset

We now present a family of conditional models defined in terms of the ranking poset. To begin, suppose that \( d \) is a right invariant function on \( \mathfrak{M}_{n\upharpoonright} \). That is, \( d(\tau, \sigma) = d(\pi \tau, \sigma \tau) \) for all \( \tau, \sigma \in \mathfrak{M}_{n\upharpoonright} \) and \( \tau \in \mathfrak{S}_n \). Here right invariance is defined with respect to the natural action of \( \mathfrak{S}_n \) on \( \mathfrak{M}_{n\upharpoonright} \), given by

\[
\{y_1, \ldots, y_n\} \times \{y_1, \ldots, y_n\} \cdots \{y_1, \ldots, y_n\} \times \tau = \{\tau(y_1), \ldots, \tau(y_n)\} \times \tau. \tag{4}
\]

The function \( d \) may or may not be a metric; its interpretation as a measure of dissimilarity, however, remains.

We will examine several distances that are based on the covering relation \( \downarrow \) of \( \mathfrak{M}_{n\upharpoonright} \). Down and up moves on the Hasse diagram will be denoted by \( \searrow \) and \( \nearrow \) respectively. A distance \( d \) defined in terms of \( \searrow \) and \( \nearrow \) moves is easily shown to be right invariant because the group action of \( \mathfrak{S}_n \) does not change the covering relation between any two elements; that is, the group action of \( \mathfrak{S}_n \) on \( \mathfrak{M}_{n\upharpoonright} \) commutes with \( \searrow \) and \( \nearrow \) moves:

\[
\mathfrak{M}_{n\upharpoonright} \xrightarrow{\mathfrak{S}_n} \mathfrak{M}_{n\upharpoonright} \quad \quad \quad \mathfrak{M}_{n\upharpoonright} \xrightarrow{\mathfrak{S}_n} \mathfrak{M}_{n\upharpoonright} \tag{5}
\]

While the metric properties of \( d \) are not required in our model, the right invariance property is essential since we want to treat all \( y_i \) in the same manner.

We are now ready to give the general form of a conditional model on \( \mathfrak{M}_{n\upharpoonright} \). Let \( d \) be an invariant function, as above. The model takes as input \( k \) rankings \( \sigma_1, \sigma_2, \ldots, \sigma_k \) contained in some subset \( \Sigma \subset \mathfrak{M}_n \) of the ranking poset. For example, each \( \sigma_j \) could be an element of \( \mathfrak{M}_{n\upharpoonright n-1} \). Let \( q_0 \) be a probability mass function on \( \mathfrak{M}_n \), which will be the “carrier density” or default model. Then \( d \) and \( q_0 \) specify an exponential model \( p_{\theta}(\pi \mid \Sigma) \) given by

\[
p_{\theta}(\pi \mid \Sigma) = \frac{1}{Z(\theta, \Sigma)} q_0(\pi) \exp \left( \sum_{j=1}^{k} \theta_j d(\pi, \sigma_j) \right) \tag{6}
\]

where \( \theta \in \Theta \subset \mathbb{R}^k \), \( \pi \in \Pi \subset \mathfrak{M}_n \), and \( \sigma_j \in \Sigma \subset \mathfrak{M}_n \). The term \( Z(\theta, \Sigma) \) is the normalizing constant

\[
Z(\theta, \Sigma) = \sum_{\pi \in \Pi} q_0(\pi) \exp \left( \sum_{j=1}^{k} \theta_j d(\pi, \sigma_j) \right). \tag{7}
\]

Thus, conditional on \( \Sigma \subset \mathbb{R}^k \), \( p_{\theta}(- \mid \Sigma) \) forms a probability distribution over \( \pi \in \Pi \subset \mathfrak{M}_n \).
Given a data set \( \{(\pi^{(i)}, \sigma^{(i)})\} \), the parameters \( \theta \in \Theta \) will typically be selected by maximizing the conditional loglikelihood \( \ell(\theta) = \sum \log p_{\theta}(\pi^{(i)} | \sigma^{(i)}) \), a marginal likelihood or posterior. Under mild regularity conditions, \( \ell(\theta) \) will be convex and have a unique global maximum.

### 4.1 A Bayesian interpretation

We now derive a Bayesian interpretation for the model given by (6). Our result parallels the interpretation of multistage ranking models given by Fligner and Verducci [6]. The key fact is that, under appropriate assumptions, the normalizing term does not depend on the partial ordering in the one-dimensional case.

**Proposition 4.1.** Suppose that \( d \) is right invariant and that \( \Sigma \) is invariant under the action of \( \mathcal{E}_n \). If \( \mathcal{E}_n \) acts transitively on \( \Pi \) then

\[
\sum_{\sigma \in \Sigma} e^{\theta \cdot d(\pi, \sigma)} = \sum_{\sigma' \in \Sigma} e^{\theta \cdot d(\pi', \sigma')}
\]

for all \( \pi, \pi' \in \Pi \) and \( \theta \in \mathbb{R} \).

**Proof.** First, note that since \( \Sigma \subset \mathcal{M}_n \) is invariant under the action of \( \mathcal{E}_n \), it follows that \( \Sigma \cdot \pi = \pi \) for each \( \pi \in \mathcal{E}_n \). Indeed, \( \Sigma \cdot \pi \subseteq \Sigma \) by the invariance assumption, and \( \Sigma \subseteq \Sigma \cdot \pi \) since for \( \sigma = \{y_k\} \cdot \cdots \cdot \{y_i\} \in \Sigma \) we have \( \sigma' = \{\tau^{-1}(y_k)\} \cdot \cdots \cdot \{\tau^{-1}(y_i)\} \in \Sigma \) such that \( \sigma' \cdot \pi = \sigma \).

Now, since \( \mathcal{E}_n \) acts transitively on \( \Pi \), for all \( \pi, \pi' \in \Pi \) there is \( \eta \in \mathcal{E}_n \) such that \( \pi \cdot \eta = \pi' \). We thus have that

\[
Z(\theta, \pi) = \sum_{\sigma \in \Sigma} e^{\theta \cdot d(\pi, \sigma)}
= \sum_{\sigma \in \Sigma} e^{\theta \cdot d(\pi \cdot \eta, \sigma \cdot \eta)} \quad \text{(by right invariance of } d) \tag{9}
= \sum_{\sigma \in \Sigma} e^{\theta \cdot d(\pi', \sigma \cdot \eta)} \tag{10}
= \sum_{\sigma \in \Sigma} e^{\theta \cdot d(\pi', \sigma)} \quad \text{(by invariance of } \Sigma) \tag{11}
\]

Thus, we can write \( Z(\theta, \pi) = Z(\theta) \) since the normalizing constant for \( \pi \in \Pi \) does not in fact depend on \( \pi \). \( \square \)

The underlying generative model is given as follows. Assume that \( \pi \in \Pi \) is drawn from the prior \( q_0(\pi) \) and that \( \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_k \) are independently drawn from generalized Mallows models

\[
p_{\theta_j}(\sigma_j | \pi) = \frac{1}{Z(\theta_j)} e^{\theta_j \cdot d(\pi, \sigma_j)} \tag{13}
\]

where \( \sigma_j \in \Sigma \). Then under the conditions of Proposition 4.1, we have from Bayes’ rule that the posterior distribution over \( \pi \) is given by

\[
\frac{q_0(\pi) \prod_j p_{\theta_j}(\sigma_j | \pi)}{\sum_{\pi \in \Pi} q_0(\pi) \prod_j p_{\theta_j}(\sigma_j | \pi)} = \frac{q_0(\pi) e^{\sum_j \theta_j \cdot d(\pi, \sigma_j)} \prod_j Z(\theta_j)^{-1}}{\prod_j Z(\theta_j)^{-1} \sum_{\pi \in \Pi} q_0(\pi) e^{\sum_j \theta_j \cdot d(\pi, \sigma_j)}} \tag{14}
\]

\[
= p_\theta(\pi | \sigma) \tag{15}
\]
We thus have the following characterization of $p_\theta(\cdot | \sigma)$.

**Proposition 4.2.** If $d$ is right invariant, $\Sigma$ is invariant under the action of $\mathcal{S}_n$, and $\mathcal{S}_n$ acts transitively on $\Pi$, then the model $p_\theta(\cdot | \sigma)$ defined in equation (6) is the posterior under independent sampling of generalized Mallows models, $\sigma_j \sim p_{\theta_j}(\cdot | \pi)$, with prior $\pi \sim q_0$.

The conditions of this proposition are satisfied, for example, when $\Pi = \mathcal{S}_n/\mathcal{S}_\lambda$ and $\Sigma = \cup_j \mathcal{S}_n/\mathcal{S}_\lambda$ as is assumed in the special cases of the next section.

## 5 Special Cases

This section derives several special cases of model (6), corresponding to existing ensemble methods. The special cases correspond to different choices of $\Pi, \Sigma, \Theta$ and $d$ in the definition of the model. In each case $q_0(\pi)$ is taken to be uniform, though the extension to non-uniform $q_0(\pi)$ is immediate. Following [9], the unnormalized versions of all the models may be easily derived, corresponding to the exponential loss used in boosting.

### 5.1 Cranking and Mallows $\phi$ model

Let $\Theta = \mathbb{R}^k$, $\Pi = \Sigma = \mathcal{M}_n/\mathcal{M}_{n-1} = \mathcal{S}_n$, and let $d(\pi, \sigma)$ be the minimum number of down-up ($\downarrow \xrightarrow{\phi} \uparrow$) moves on the Hasse diagram of $\mathcal{M}_n$ needed to bring $\pi$ to $\sigma$. Since adjacent transpositions of permutations may be identified with a down move followed by an up move over the Hasse diagram, $d(\pi, \sigma)$ is equal to Kendall’s Tau $T(\pi, \sigma)$. For example, $T(1\mid 2\mid 3, 3\mid 2\mid 1) = 3$ and the corresponding path in Figure 1 is

$$1 \mid 2 \mid 3 \searrow 1, 2 \uparrow \nearrow 2 \mid 1 \uparrow \nearrow 2 \mid 1, 3 \searrow 2 \mid 3 \searrow 2 \mid 3 \downarrow.$$

In this case model (6) becomes the cranking model [10]

$$p_\theta(\pi | \theta) = \frac{1}{Z(\theta)} e^{\sum_{\sigma \in \Sigma} \theta_j T(\pi, \sigma_j)}, \quad \theta \in \mathbb{R}^k \quad \pi, \sigma_j \in \mathcal{S}_n. \quad (16)$$

The Bayesian interpretation in this case is well known, and is derived in [6]. The generative model is independent sampling of $\sigma_j$ from a Mallows $\phi$ model whose location parameter is $\pi$ and whose scale parameter is $\theta_j$. Other special cases that fall into this category are the models of Feigin [5] and Critchlow and Verducci [3].

### 5.2 Logistic models

Let $\Theta = \mathbb{R}^k$, $\Pi = \Sigma = \mathcal{S}_n/\mathcal{S}_{n-1}$, and let $d(\pi, \sigma)$ be the minimum number of up-down ($\uparrow \xrightarrow{\phi} \downarrow$) moves in the Hasse diagram. Since $\Pi = \Sigma = \mathcal{S}_n/\mathcal{S}_{n-1}$

$$d(\pi, \sigma) = d(\mathcal{S}_{n-1} \pi, \mathcal{S}_{n-1} \eta) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } \tau^{-1}(1) = \eta^{-1}(1) \\ 2 & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases} \quad (17)$$

In this case model (6) becomes equivalent to the multiclass generalization of logistic regression. If the normalization constraints in the corresponding convex primal problem are removed, the model becomes discrete AdaBoost.M2; that is, $d(\pi, \sigma_j(x))/2$ becomes the (discrete) multiclass weak learner $f_j(x, y) \in \{0, 1\}$ in the usual boosting notation. See [9] for details on the correspondence between exponential models and the unnormalized models that correspond to AdaBoost.

### 5.3 Error correcting output codes

A more interesting special case of the algebraic structure described in Sections 3 and 4 is where the ensemble method is error correcting output coding (ECOC) [4]. Here we set
\( \Pi = \mathcal{S}_n/\mathcal{S}_{n-1}, \Sigma = \mathcal{M}_{n}\setminus \Pi, \) and take the parameter space to be
\[
\Theta = \{ \theta \in \mathbb{R}^k \mid \theta_1 = \theta_2 = \cdots = \theta_k, \text{ and } \theta_k < 0 \}. \tag{18}
\]
As before, \( d(\pi, \sigma) \) is the minimal number of up-down (\( \nearrow \searrow \)) moves in the Hasse diagram needed to bring \( \pi \) to \( \sigma \).

Since \( \pi = \mathcal{S}_{n-1} \tau \), the model computes probabilities of classifications \( y_{x^{-1}(i)} \). On input \( x \), the base rankers output \( \sigma_j(x) \in \mathcal{M}_{n}\setminus \Pi \), which corresponds to one of the binary classifiers in ECOC for the appropriate column of the binary coding matrix. For example, consider a binary classifier trained on the coding column \((1,0,1,0,0,0)^T\). On an input \( x \), the classifier outputs 0 or 1, corresponding to the partial rankings \( \sigma = 2, 4, 5, 6 \mid 1, 3 \) and \( \sigma = 1, 3 \mid 2, 4, 5, 6 \), respectively.

Since \( \pi \in \mathcal{S}_n/\mathcal{S}_{n-1} \) and \( \sigma \in \mathcal{M}_n \setminus \Pi \)
\[
d(\pi, \sigma) = d(\mathcal{S}_{n-1} \tau, \{ y_i \}_{i \in I} \mid \{ y_i \}_{i \in I}) \]
\[
= \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \tau^{-1}(1) \in I \\
2 & \text{otherwise}. 
\end{cases} \tag{19, 20}
\]

For example, if \( \pi = 2\mid 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 \) and \( \sigma = 2, 4, 5, 6 \mid 1, 3 \), then \( d(\pi, \sigma) = 1 \), as can be seen from the sequence of moves
\[
2\mid 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 \searrow 2\mid 4, 5, 6 \mid 1, 3 \searrow 2, 4, 5, 6 \mid 1, 3. \tag{21}
\]
If \( \pi = 1\mid 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 \) and \( \sigma = 2, 4, 5, 6 \mid 1, 3 \), then \( d(\pi, \sigma) = 2 \), with the sequence of moves
\[
1\mid 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 \searrow 1\mid 2, 4, 5, 6 \searrow 1\mid 2, 4, 5, 6 \searrow 2, 4, 5, 6 \mid 1, 3. \tag{22}
\]
Since \( \theta_i = \theta_j \), the exponent of the model becomes \( \theta \sum_j d(\pi, \sigma_j) \). At test time, the model thus selects the label corresponding to the partial ranking \( \pi^* = \arg \max_x p_\theta(\pi \mid \sigma) \). Now, since \( \theta \) is strictly negative, \( p_\theta(\pi \mid \sigma) \) is a monotonically decreasing function in \( \sum_j d(\pi, \sigma_j) \).

Equivalence with the ECOC decision rule thus follows from the fact that \( \sum_j d(\pi, \sigma_j) - k \) is the Hamming distance between the appropriate row of the coding matrix and the concatenation of the bits returned from the binary classifiers.

Thus, with the appropriate definitions of \( \Pi, \Sigma \) and \( d \), the conditional model on the ranking poset is a probabilistic formulation of ECOC that yields the same classification decisions. This suggests ways in which ECOC might be naturally extended. First, relaxing the constraint \( \theta_1 = \theta_2 = \cdots = \theta_k \) results in a more general model that corresponds to ECOC with a weighted Hamming distance, or index sensitive “channel,” where the learned weights may adapt to the precision of the various base classifiers. Another simple generalization results from using a nonuniform carrier density \( q_\theta(\pi) \).

A further generalization is achieved by considering that for a given coding matrix, the trained classifier for a given column outputs either \( \{ y_i \}_{i \in I} \mid \{ y_i \}_{i \in I} \) or \( \{ y_i \}_{i \in I} \mid \{ y_i \}_{i \in I} \) depending on the input \( x \). Allowing the output of the classifier instead to belong to other grades of \( \mathcal{M}_n \) results in a model that corresponds to error correcting output codes with nonbinary codes. While this is somewhat antithetic to the original spirit of ECOC—reducing multiclass to binary—the base classifiers in ECOC are often multiclass classifiers such as decision trees in [4]. For such classifiers, the task instead can be viewed as reducing multiclass to partial ranking. Moreover, there need not be an explicit coding matrix. Instead, the input rankers may output different partial rankings for different inputs, which are then combined according to model (6). In this way, a different coding matrix is built for each example in a dynamic manner. Such a scheme may be attractive in bypassing the problem of designing the coding matrix.
6 Summary

An algebraic framework has been presented for classification and ranking, leading to conditional models on the ranking poset that are defined in terms of an invariant distance or dissimilarity function. Using the invariance properties of the distances, we derived a generative interpretation of the probabilistic model, which may prove to be useful in model selection and validation. Through different choices of the components $q$, $\Pi$, $\Sigma$ and $d$, the family of models was shown to include as special cases the Mallows $\phi$ model, and the classifier combination methods used by logistic models, boosting, cranking, and error correcting output codes. In the case of ECOC, the poset framework shows how probabilities may be assigned to partial rankings in a way that is consistent with the usual definitions of ECOC, and suggests several natural extensions.
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